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WARNING LIGHT WITH BATTERY 
 

Item # EAN Product 
862388 3660338170881 Light and battery 

 
Description 
Orange LED flashing light provided with a battery. 
360° multi-directional head. 
CE mark. 
 
Automatically turns on thanks to its photoelectric cell: only turns on in 
the dark. 
Power supply by 1 or 2 4R-25-6V batteries (1 battery included). 
 
Provided with an access key to the battery compartment, a master key 
for turning on and off the device and a metallic support for fastening it. 
Transportation and fastening handle on the top. 
 
 

Applications 
Maintenance, public works, various works, signalisation… 
 
 

Characteristics 
- Power supply 1 or 2 4R-25-6V batteries (1 included) 
- Color Orange 
- Height 36 cm 
- Width 20 cm 
- Depth 11 cm 

 
 
Instructions 

- For the first use or in case of battery change : open the battery compartment thanks to the included key 
(hexagonal key) by removing the black plastic bolt and then the black base of the light, set at least 1 4R-25-
6V battery in one of the compartments and close the light 

- If necessary, fasten the light on a support using the provided metallic parts 
- Turn the head depending on the coming risks hazards (do not turn more than 10 complete rounds in order 

to avoid any pull out of the wires inside the light) 
- Turn on the light by pushing in the right small hole on the front of the light thanks to the master key 

provided (thin plastic pin), a short flash confirming that the light has been turned on 
- The light is on and will flash in the dark only 
- After use, push again with the master key to turn off the light (a short flash confirming that the light has 

been turned off) 
 
 

Packaging 
- Unit 
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